One day the 'Star' (in a third edition) announced the great decision was at last concluded. The sixty-three Reformers were to be divided into four groups and sentenced in lots. Ten were to be liberated because of ill-health. Some were to be imprisoned twelve months, others five, and still others three months. The four leaders were sentenced to fifteen years' imprisonment, which, if carried out, was equivalent to death. However, this sentence was provisional, and it was understood petitions would be entertained.

This news was first taken into the jail by two wives who had outrun the messenger. My husband says that when he saw Mrs. X.
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throw herself weeping and speechless into her husband's arms, he thought 'it was all up with him.'

X. wasn't half the offender he was, and the sentence was evidently something too dreadful to tell. Mr. X. was one of the three months’ men, I believe.

These sentences, although unpopular, relieved to a certain extent the awful strain. But what was Johannesburg's wrath to hear two days later that the sentences were not for the periods mentioned, but that at the expiration of these periods the prisoners could make fresh applications to be again considered! This was juggling with human souls! Everybody believed it to be the work of Dr. Leyds. A man more execrated than Dr. Leyds, I believe, does not live!

Three more weeks of cruel suspense followed.

Mr. Chamberlain continued to tumble down the Boer back stairs head over heels, yelling out excuses as he descended. He publicly denied on the 29th that Great
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Britain had promised to protect the Reformers, and added that they were not being unfairly treated. I will never make statesmen of my sons. I'd rather set them to ploughing.

Mark Twain came to the Rand. He visited the men at Pretoria. My husband did the honours of the prison, and introduced him to the Reformers. He talked a long while to them, sitting on a dry goods box. Expressed his satisfaction at finding only one journalist in the crowd, and no surprise that the lawyers were largely represented. He assured them that they were to be congratulated and envied, although they did not know it. There was no place one was so safe from interruption as in a jail. He recalled to their minds Cervantes and Columbus—it was an honour to share captivity with such men as these.

They have sent another member of the Executive away to the baths, and later his absence will be given as an excuse for delay.
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May 30.—All the Reformers with the exception of Davies and Sampson, and the four leaders, are released after paying ten thousand dollars each, and giving their oath to abstain in future from discussing or participating in Transvaal politics.

June.—Meetings are called by the labourers on the Rand. They send a monster petition to Pretoria. The miners and mechanics also send a petition. The famous Innes petition is being circulated all over South Africa, and the mayors of all the large towns are preparing to go in a body to Pretoria to present their petitions for the release of the leaders. The President promises and postpones from day to day. The retention of the leaders is acknowledged to be only a question of the amount of fine.

An influential deputation from the Cape Town branch of the Africander Bond wait upon President Kruger, and a petition signed by sixty members of the Cape Parlia-
ment is read to him. Another deputation comes from the Chamber of Commerce. The Mayor of Durban forwards through the Colonial Secretary a petition bearing 1,250 names, and the Kimberley branch of the Bond send a petition. Nothing comes of it all. The President appoints the 7th to be a day of humiliation and prayer, and Dr. Leyds doubles his bodyguard.

June 10.—The whole of South Africa is appealing to President Kruger to let the leaders free. The entire white population—two millions of people—give voice to this desire and hope of United South Africa. One hundred and fifty mayors, representing 200 towns and many of the rural districts, are in Pretoria waiting for audience with the Executive Council.

This evening, Thursday, June 11, the leaders were given their liberty after paying each a fine of 125,000 dollars, and taking an oath to abstain from taking part in the politics of the Transvaal. Colonel Rhodes refused, being an English officer, to take the
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oath, and was banished, not to appear again in the Transvaal, under pain of death.

The Executive then politely announced its decision to receive the Mayoral delegates on Saturday morning next. Perhaps the Mayors were not mad! Some of these men had trekked for days in ox-wagons before reaching the railroad to take train for Pretoria. A large banquet was given in their honour. They insisted upon the liberated leaders being invited as guests—but those criminals, leaders, and instigators did not attend, deeming it injudicious under the circumstances.

My husband flew to me, who am still kept indoors. He came with a light in his face I had not seen for months. 'We are free!'

JUNE 12.—This is a gala day in Johannesburg. Everybody is joyous—Kruger's name is cheered everywhere. Several thousand people were at the station to receive the leaders. Messrs. Phillips and Farrar were the only two left of the four to step off
the train. They were caught up shoulder-high and carried by the crowd. Cheers rent the air. The horses were unyoked from their victoria, and willing hands grasped the shafts; and like returning conquerors, instead of criminals, these instigators were dragged triumphantly down the heart of the town followed by a vociferous multitude.

As the invited guests of Cape Colony we travelled on a special train to Cape Town—by 'we,' I mean a dozen or two Reformers with their families. The heart-felt ringing cheers as we pulled out of the station I can never forget. The cheers again at Bloemfontein and the strangers who came forward to shake hands and congratulate have enriched my life. One man at a way station in the Free State rode up shouting:

'Where is the American, John Hays Hammond?' My husband came forward. 'Mr. Hammond, I have come miles from an ostrich farm to shake hands with you. You
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are a white man, and Americans are proud of you!'

The Mayor of Cape Town received us, and dear friends were there to tell us with brimming eyes of their joy in our release.
Those good people who have followed me thus far will see that a woman’s part in a revolution is a very poor part to play. There is little hazard and no glory in it.

The day we made Southampton, as we stood, a number of Reformers and Reformers’ wives, on the ‘Norham’s’ deck, one of the gentlemen who had come to welcome us asked:

‘Mrs. Hammond, what did you do in the revolution?’

‘She helped us bear our trouble,’ said Lionel Phillips, and his words were sweet praise to my ears.

A few weeks later, in my lovely English home, a third son was born to us. There was something very appropriate in this child
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of war-times being first consigned to the professional arms of a Miss Gunn.

'He is perfect,' were his father's first words to me as he leaned over the new-born infant, and every mother will know all that meant to me.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ARISTOTLE'S ETHICS. Books I.-IV. (Book X. c. VI.-X. in an Appendix.) With a continuous Analysis and Notes. By the Rev. E. Moore, D.D. Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Bacon (Francis).

COMPLETE WORKS. Edited by R. L. Ellis, J. Spedding, and D. D. Heath. 7 vols. 8vo., £3 13s. 6d.

LETTERS AND LIFE, including all his occasional Works. Edited by JAMES SPEDDING. 7 vols. 8vo., £4 4s.

THE ESSAYS: with Annotations. By RICHARD WHATELY, D.D. 8vo., 1s. 6d.

THE ESSAYS: Edited with Notes. By F. STORR and C. H. GIBSON. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Bain (Alexander).

MENTAL SCIENCE. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

MORAL SCIENCE. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6d.

The two works as above can be had in one volume, price 10s. 6d.

SENSES AND THE INTELLECT. 8vo., 15s.

EMOTIONS AND THE WILL. 8vo., 15s.

LOGIC, DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE. Part I., 4s. Part II., 6s. 6d.

PRACTICAL ESSAYS. Crown 8vo., 2s.

Bray (Charles).

THE PHILOSOPHY OF NECESSITY: or Law in Mind and Matter. Cr. 8vo., 5s.


Bray.—ELEMENTS OF MORALITY, in Easy Lessons for Home and School Teaching. By Mrs. CHARLES BRAY. Cr. 8vo., 1s. 6d.


Justinian.—THE INSTITUTES OF JUSTINIAN: Latin Text, chiefly that of Huschke, with English Introduction, Translation, Notes, and Summary. By THOMAS C. SANDARS, M.A. 8vo., 1s. 6d.

Kant (Immanuel).

CRITIQUE OF PRACTICAL REASON, AND OTHER WORKS ON THE THEORY OF ETHICS Translated by T. K. ABBOTT, B.D. With Memoir. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE METAPHYSIC OF ETHICS Translated by T. K. ABBOTT, B.D. (Extracted from 'Kant's Critique of Practical Reason, and other Works on the Theory of Ethics'. Cr 8vo., 3s.

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC, AND HIS ESSAY ON THE MISTAKEN SUBTILTY OF THE FOUR FIGURES. Translated by T. K. ABBOTT. 8vo., 6s.
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**Killick.—Handbook to Mill's System of Logic.** By Rev. A. H. Killick, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

**Ladd (George Trumbull).**

Philosophy of Mind: an Essay on the Metaphysics of Psychology. 8vo., 16s.

Elements of Physiological Psychology. 8vo., 21s.

Outlines of Physiological Psychology. A Text-Book of Mental Science for Academies and Colleges. 8vo., 12s.

Psychology, Descriptive and Explanatory: a Treatise of the Phenomena, Laws, and Development of Human Mental Life. 8vo., 21s.

Primer of Psychology. Crown 8vo., 5l. 6d.

**Lewes.—The History of Philosophy, from Thales to Comte.** By George Henry Lewes 2 vols. 8vo., 32s.

**Max Müller (F.).**

The Science of Thought. 8vo., 21s.

Three Introductory Lectures on the Science of Thought. 8vo., 2l. 6d.

**Mill.—Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind.** By James Mill 2 vols. 8vo., 26s.

**Mill (John Stuart).**

A System of Logic. Cr. 8vo., 3l. 6d.

On Liberty. Cr. 8vo., 12. 4d.


Utilitarianism. 8vo., 2l. 6d.

Examination of Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy 8vo., 16s.

Nature, the Utility of Religion, and Theism. Three Essays. 8vo., 5l.

**Mosso.—Fear.** By Angelo Mosso. Translated from the Italian by E. Lough and F. Ksow. With 8 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 7l. 6d.

**Romanes.—Mind and Motion and Monism.** By George John Romanes, LL.D., F.R.S. Crown 8vo., 4l. 6d.

**Stock.—Deductive Logic.** By St. George Stock. Fcp. 8vo., 3l. 6d.

**Sully (James).**


Outlines of Psychology. 8vo., 9s.

The Teacher's Handbook of Psychology. Crown 8vo., 5l.

Studies of Childhood. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

**Swinburne.—Picture Logic: an Attempt to Popularise the Science of Reasoning.** By Alfred James Swinburne, M.A. With 23 Woodcuts. Post 8vo., 5l.

**Weber.—History of Philosophy.** By Alfred Weger, Professor in the University of Strasburg, Translated by Frank Thilly, Ph.D. 8vo., 16s.

**Whately (Archbishop).**

Bacon's Essays. With Annotations. By R. Whately. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Elements of Logic. Cr. 8vo., 4l. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric. Cr. 8vo., 4l. 6d.

Lessons on Reasoning. Fcp. 8vo., 2l. 6d.
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Zeller (Dr. Edward, Professor in the University of Berlin).

THE STOICS, EPICUREANS, AND SCÉPTICS. Translated by the Rev. O. J. Reichel, M.A. Crown 8vo., 15s.


Zeller (Dr. Edward)—continued.

PLATO AND THE OLDER ACADEMY Translated by Sarah F. Alleyne and Alfred Goodwin, B.A. Crown 8vo. 18s.

SOCRATES AND THE SOCRATIC SCHOOLS, Translated by the Rev. O. J. Reichel, M.A. Crown 8vo., 10s.

MANUALS OF CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY.

(Astonhurst Series)

A Manual of Political Economy. By C. S. Devas, M.A. Cr. 8vo., 6s. 6d.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF KNOWLEDGE. By John Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 5s.

GENERAL METAPHYSICS. By John Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 5s.

LOGIC. By Richard F. Clarke, S.J. Crown 8vo., 5s.

MORAL PHILOSOPHY (ETHICS AND NATURAL LAW) By Joseph Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 5s.

NATURAL THEOLOGY. By Bernard Boedder, S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

PSYCHOLOGY. By Michael Mahem S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

History and Science of Language, &c.

Davidson.—Leading and Important English Words Explained and Exemplified. By William L. Davidson, M.A. Fcap. 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Graham.—English Synonyms, Classed and Explained, with Practical Exercises. By G. F. Graham. Fcap. 8vo., 6s.

Max Müller (F.)—continued.

THREE LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE, AND ITS PLACE IN GENERAL EDUCATION, delivered at Oxford, 1889. Crown 8vo., 3s.

Max Müller (F.)—continued.

Roget.—The Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases. Classified and Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression of Ideas and assist in Literary Composition. By Peter Mark Roget, M.D., F.R.S. Recomposed throughout, enlarged and improved, partly from the Author's Notes, and with a full Index, by the Author's Son, John Lewis Roget. Crown 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Whately.—English Synonyms. By E. Jane Whately. Fcap. 8vo., 3s.
Political Economy and Economics.

Ashley.—English Economic History and Theory. By W. J. Ashley, M.A. Crown 8vo., Part I., 5s. Part II., 10s. 6d.

Baghot.—Economic Studies. By Walter Bagehot. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Devas.—A Manual of Political Economy. By C. S. Devas, M.A. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d. (Manuals of Catholic Philosophy.)


Macleod (Henry Dunning, M.A.).—Bimetallism 8vo., 5s. net

The Elements of Banking. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.


The Theory of Credit. 8vo. Vol. I. 10s. 6d. Part II., 10s. 6d. Part II., Part II., 10s. 6d.

A Digest of the Law of Bills of Exchange, Bank Notes, &c. [In the press.]

STUDIES IN ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.

Issued under the auspices of the London School of Economics and Political Science.

The History of Local Rates in England: Five Lectures. By Edwin Cannan, M.A. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

German Social Democracy. By Bertrand Russell, B.A. With an Appendix on Social Democracy and the Woman Question in Germany by Alys Russell, B.A. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Select Documents Illustrating the History of Trade Unionism


Mill.—Political Economy. By John Stuart Mill.

Popular Edition. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 30s.


Symes.—Political Economy: a Short Text-book of Political Economy. With Problems for Solution, and Hints for Supplementary Reading; also a Supplementary Chapter on Socialism. By Professor J. E. Sykes, M.A., of University College, Nottingham. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.


Webb.—The History of Trade Unionism. By Sidney and Beatrice Webb. With Map and full Bibliography of the Subject. 8vo., 18s.
Evolution, Anthropology, &c.


Clodd (Edward). — The Story of Creation a Plain Account of Evolution. With 77 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Lubbock. — The Origin of Civilisation and the Primitive Condition of Man. By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., M.P. With 5 Plates and 30 Illustrations in the Text. 8vo., 18s.


Part II. Post-Darwinian Questions: Heredity and Utility. With Portrait of the Author and 5 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

An Examination of Weismannism. Crown 8vo., 6d.

Essays. — Edited by C. Lloyd Morgan, Principal of University College, Bristol.

Classical Literature and Translations, &c.


Aristotle. — Youth and Old Age, Life and Death, and Respiration. Translated, with Introduction and Notes, by W. Ogilvie, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P., sometime Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Oxford

Becker (Professor). — Gallus. or, Roman Scenes in the Time of Augustus. Illustrated. Post 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Charicles: or, Illustrations of the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks. Illustrated. Post 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Farnell. — Greek Lyric Poetry: a Complete Collection of the Surviving Passages from the Greek Song-Writing. Arranged with Prefatory Articles, Introductory Matter and Commentary. By George S. Farnell, M.A. With 5 Plates. 8vo., 16s.


Maclaurin. — Select Epigrams from the Greek Anthology. By J. W. Mackail. Edited with a Revised Text, Introduction, Translation, and Notes. 8vo., 16s.

Classical Literature and Translations, &c.—continued.

Sophocles.—Translated into English Verse. By ROBERT WHITELAW, M.A., Assistant Master in Rugby School. Cr. 8vo., 8s. 6d.

Tacitus—the History of P Cornelius Tacitus Translated into English, with an Introduction and Notes, Critical and Explanatory. By ALBERT WILLIAM QUILL, M.A., T.C.D. 2 Vols Vol I., 8vo., 7s. 6d., Vol. II., 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Tyrrell.—Translations Into Greek and Latin Verse. Edited by R Y TYRRELL. 8vo., 6s.

Poetry and the Drama.

Acworth.—Ballads of the Marathas. Rendered into English Verse from the Marathi Originals. By HARRY ABBUTHNOT ACWORTH. 8vo., 5s.

Allingham (William)
Irish Songs and Poems. With Frontispiece of the Waterfall of Asaroe. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.
Laurence BLOOMFIELD With Portrait of the Author. Fcp 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Flower Pieces; Day and Night Songs; Ballads With 2 Designs by D G Rossetti. Fcp. 8vo., 6s. large paper edition, 12s.

Life and Phantasy with Frontispiece by Sir J. E. MILLAIS, Bart., and Design by ARTHUR HUGHES. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.; large paper edition, 12s.

Thought and Word, and Ashby Manor, a Play. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.; large paper edition, 12s.

Blackberries. Imperial 8vo., 6s.

Sets of the above 6 vols. may be had in uniform half-parchment binding, price 30s.

Armstrong (G F. Savage)
Poems: Lyrical and Dramatic. Fcp 8vo., 6s.

King Saul. (The Tragedy of Israel, Part I.) Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

King David. (The Tragedy of Israel, Part II.) Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

King Solomon. (The Tragedy of Israel, Part III.) Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Ugone. a Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

A Garland from Greece: Poems. Fcp. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Armstrong (G F. Savage)—continued

Stories of Wicklow: Poems. Fcp. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Mephistopheles in Broadcloth: a Satire. Fcp. 8vo., 4s.

One in the Infinite: a Poem. Cr. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Armstrong.—The Poetical Works of EDMUND J. ARMSTRONG. Fcp 8vo., 5s.

Arnold (Sir Edwin)
The Light of the World or, the Great Consummation. With 14 Illustrations after W. HOLMAN HUNT Cr 8vo., 6s.

Potiphar's Wife, and other Poems. Crown 8vo., 5s. net.

Azuma: or, the Japanese Wife. A Play. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d. net.

The Tenth Muse, and other Poems Crown 8vo., 5s. net.

Beesly (A. H.)
Ballads, and other Verse. Fcp 8vo., 5s.

Danton, and other Verse. Fcp 8vo., 4s. 6d.

Bell (Mrs. Hugh)


Carmichael.—Poems by Jennings CARMICHAEL (Mrs Francis Mullis). Crown 8vo., 6s. net.
Poetry and the Drama.—continued.

Christie.—LAYS AND VERSES. By NIMMO CHRISTIE. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Cochran (Alfred).—
THE KESTREL'S NEST, and other Verses
Fcp 8vo., 3s. 6d.
LEVIERE PLETRO: Occasional Verses
Fcp. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Florian's Fables.—THE FABLES OF FLORIAN. Done into English Verse by Sir PHILIP PERRING, Bart. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Goethe.—FAUST, Part I, the German Text, with Introduction and Notes. By ALBERT MSELSS. Ph.D., M.A. Cr. Bvo., 18s. 6d.

FAUST. Translated, with Notes. By T. E. WEBB Bvo., 16s. 6d.

Gurney.—DAY DREAMS: Poems. By Rev. ALFRED GURNEY M.A. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Ingelow (Jean).—
POETICAL WORKS. 2 vols. Fcp. 8vo., 12s.
LYRICAL AND OTHER POEMS Selected from the Writings of JEAN INGELOW. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d.; cloth plain, 3s. cloth gilt

Lang (Andrew).—
BAN AND ARBIRE BAN. A Rally of Pugitive Rhymes Fcp. 8vo., 5s. net.
GRASS OF PARNASSUS Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d. net.
BALLADS OF BOOKS. Edited by ANDREW LANG. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.
THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. Edited by ANDREW LANG With 100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Lecky.—Poems. By W. E. H. LECKY Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

Lindsay.—THE FLOWER SELLER, and other Poems. By LADY LINDSAY Crown 8vo., 5s.

Lyttton (The Earl of) (Owen Meredith).—
MARAH. Fcp. 8vo., 6s. 6d.
King Poppy: a Fantasia. With a Plate and Design on Title-Page by Sir Ed. Burn-Jones, A.R.A. Crown 8vo., 10s. 6d.
The Wanderer. Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.
LUCILE. Crown 8vo., 10s. 6d.
SELECTED PoEMS. Cr 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Macaulay.—LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME, &c. By Lord MACAULAY.
Illustrated by G SCHARF Fcp. 4to., 10s. 6d.

Illustrated by J. R. WEGUELIN. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Macdonald (George, LL.D.).—
A BOOK OF STRIFE, IN THE FORM OF THE DIARY OF AN OLD SOUL. Poems 18mo., 6s.
RAMPOLLO: GROWTHS FROM AN OLD ROOT; containing a Book of Translations, old and new, also a Year's Diary of an Old Soul. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

MORRIS (William).—
POETICAL WORKS—LIBRARY EDITION. Complete in Ten Volumes. Crown 8vo., price 6s. each —
THE EARTHLY PARADISE. 4 vols. 6s. each.
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON. 6s.
THE DEFENCE OF GURNEVERE, and other Poems. 6s.
THE STORY OF SIGURD THE VOLSUNG, and the Fall of the Niblungs. 6s.
LOVE IS ENOUGH; or, The Freeing of Pharamond a Morality, and Poems BY THE WAY. 6s.
THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Done into English Verse. 6s.
The ÆNISIDE OF VIRGIL. Done into English Verse. 6s.

Certain of the Poetical Works may also be had in the following Editions —

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.
Popular Edition. 5 vols. 12mo., 25s.; or 5s. each, sold separately.
The same in Ten Parts, 25s.; or 2s. 6d. each, sold separately.
Cheap Edition, in 1 vol. Cr. 8vo., 7s. 6d.
LOVE IS ENOUGH; or, The Freeing of Pharamond a Morality. Square crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.
Poems BY THE WAY. Square crown 8vo., 6s.

* * For Mr. William Morris's Prose Works, see pp. 22 and 32.
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Murray.—(ROBERT F.), Author of 'The Scarlet Gown'. His Poems, with a Memoir by ANDREW LANG. Fcp. 8vo., 51. net

Rhoades.—Teresa and Other Poems. By JAMES RHODES. Crown 8vo., 31. 6d.


Riley (JAMES WHITCOMB).
OLD FASHIONED ROSES: Poems. 12mo., 51.
POEMS HERE AT HOME. Fcp. 8vo., 6d net.


Peele (FRANK LETTON).
SKELETON LEAVES Poems With a Dedicatory Poem to the late Hon Roden Noel. Fcp. 8vo., 21. 6d. net.

Romances.—A Selection From the Poems of GEORGE JOHN ROMANES, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. With an Introduction by T. HERBERT WARREN, President of Magdalen College, Oxford, Crown 8vo., 41. 6d.

Piatt (JAMES WHITCOMB).

Shakespeare.—BOWDLER'S FAMILY SHAKESPEARE. With 56 Woodcuts. 1 vol. 8vo., 14s. Or in 6 vols. Fcp. 8vo., 21s.

The SHAKESPEARE BIRTHDAY BOOK. By MARY F. DUNBAR. 32mo., 11. 6d.

Sturgis.—A BOOK OF SONG. By JULIAN STURGIS. 16mo., 51.

Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.

Alden.—AMONG THE FREAKS. By W. L. ALDEN. With 55 Illustrations by J. F. SULLIVAN and FLORENCE K. UPTON. Crown 8vo., 31. 6d.

VOCES POPULI. Reprinted from 'Punch'. First Series. With 50 Illustrations by J. BERNARD PART-RIDGE. Cr. 8vo., 31. 6d

Anstey (F., Author of 'Vice Versâ').

THE MAN FROM BLANKLEY'S: a Story in Scenes, and other Sketches. With 24 Illustrations by J. BERNARD PART-RIDGE. Post 4to., 6d.

Astor.—A JOURNEY IN OTHER WORLDS: a Romance of the Future. By JOHN JACOB ASTOR. With 10 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 6d.

Baker.—BY THE WESTERN SEA. By JAMES BAKER, Author of 'John Westcott'. Crown 8vo., 31. 6d.

Beaconsfield (THE EARL OF).
NOVELS AND TALES. Complete in 12 vols Cr. 8vo., 11. 6d. each.

Vivian Grey. Sybil.
Alroy, Ixion, &c. Contarini Fleming, &c.
Tancred. Lothair.

Novels and Tales. The Huguenot Edition With 2 Portraits and 11 Vignettes 11 vols Cr. 8vo., 41s.

Black.—THE PRINCESS DÉSIRÉE. By CLMENTIA BLACK. With 8 Illustrations by JOHN WILLIAMSON. Cr. 8vo., 61.
Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.—continued.

Dougall (L.).
Beggars All. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Doyle (A. Conan).
Micah Clarke: a Tale of Monmouth's Rebellion. With 10 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.
The Captain of the Polestar, and other Tales. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.
The Refugees: a Tale of Two Continents. With 25 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.
The Stark-Munro Letters. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Farrar (F. W., Dean of Canterbury).
Darkness and Dawn: or, Scenes in the Days of Nero. An Historic Tale. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.


Froude.—The Two Chiefs of Dunboy: an Irish Romance of the Last Century. By J. A. Froude. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Haggard (H. Rider).—continued.
MAIWA'S REVENGE. Crown 8vo., 1s. 6d.
Colonel Quaritch, V.C. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.
CLEOPATRA. With 29 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.
BEATRICE. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.
Eric Brighteyes. With 51 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.
NADA THE LILY. With 23 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.
ALLAN'S WIFE. With 34 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.
The Witch's Head. With 16 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.
Mr. Meeson's Will. With 16 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.
Dawn. With 16 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Haggard and Lang.—The World's Desire. By H. Rider Haggard and Andrew Lang. With 27 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Harte.—In the Carquinez Woods, and other Stories. By Bret Harte. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Hornung.—The Unbidden Guest. By E. W. Hornung. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Lyall (Edna).
The Autobiography of a Slander. Fcp. 8vo., 1s. sewed.
Presentation Edition. With 20 Illustrations by Lancloot Speed. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d. net

The Autobiography of a Truth. Fcp. 8vo., 1s. sewed; 1s. 6d. cloth

Doreen: The Story of a Singer. Cr. 8vo., 6s.
Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.—continued.


Matthews.—His Father’s Son: a Novel of the New York Stock Exchange. By Brander Matthews. With 13 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 6s.


Merriman.—Flotsam: The Study of a Life. By Henry Seton Merriman. With Frontispiece and Vignette by H. G. Massey, A.R.E. Cr. 8vo., 1s. 6d.

Morris (William).—The Well at the World’s End. a vols., 8vo., 2s.

The Story of the Glittering Plain, which has been also called The Land of the Living Men, or The Acre of the Undying. Square post 8vo., 5s. net.

The Roots of the Mountains, wherein is told somewhat of the Lives of the Men of Burgdale, their Friends, their Neighbours, their Formen, and their Fellows-in-Arms. Written in Prose and Verse. Square cr. 8vo., 8s.


A Dream of John Ball, and a King’s Lesson. 12mo., 12. 6d.

News from Nowhere; or, An Epoch of Rest. Being some Chapters from an Utopian Romance. Post 8vo., 12. 6d.

* * For Mr. William Morris’s Poetical Works, see p. 19.


Oliphant.—Old Mr. Tredgold. By Mrs. Oliphant. Crown 8vo., 6s.


Rhosoomyl (Owen).—The Jewel of Ynts Galon: being a hitherto unprinted Chapter in the History of the Sea Rovers. With 13 Illustrations by Lancelot Speed. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Stevenson (Robert Louis).—The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Fcp. 8vo., 12. sewed, 12. 6d. cloth.

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; with Other Fables. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.


The Wrong Box. By Robert Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.—continued.

Trollope (Anthony). The Warden. Cr. 8vo., 11. 6d.
Barchester Towers. Cr. 8vo., 11. 6d.
TRUE (A) RELATION OF THE TRAVELS AND PERILOUS ADVENTURES OF MATTHEW DUDGEON, Gentleman: Wherein it is truly set down the Manner of his Taking, the Long Time of his Slavery in Algiers, and Means of his Delivery. Written by Himself, and now for the first time printed. Cr. 8vo., 5s.

THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER. Crown 8vo., 21. 6d.
COUNSINS. Crown 8vo., 21. 6d.
TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS. Crown 8vo., 21. 6d.
PAULINE. Crown 8vo., 21. 6d.
DICK NETHERBY. Crown 8vo., 21. 6d.
THE HISTORY OF A WEEK. Crown 8vo., 21. 6d.
A STIFF-NECKED GENERATION. Crown 8vo., 21. 6d.
NAN, and other Stories. Cr. 8vo., 21. 6d.

Walford (L. B.).—continued.
THE MISCHIEF OF MONICA. Crown 8vo., 21. 6d.
The One Good Guest. Cr. 8vo., 21. 6d.
'Ploughed,' and other Stories. Crown 8vo., 21. 6d.
THE MATCHMAKER. Cr. 8vo., 21. 6d.

West (B. B.).—continued.
HALF-HOURS WITH THE MILLIONAIRES: Showing how much harder it is to spend a million than to make it. Cr. 8vo., 6s.
SIR SIMON VANDERPETTER, AND MINDING HIS ANCESTORS. Cr. 8vo., 5s.
A FINANCIAL ATONEMENT. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Weyman (Stanley).—continued.
THE HOUSE OF THE WOLF. Cr. 8vo., 5s. 6d.
A GENTLEMAN OF FRANCE. Cr. 8vo., 6s.
THE RED COCKADE. Cr. 8vo., 6s.


Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).

Butler.—OUR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.

Furneaux (W.).—continued.
The Out Door World; or, The Young Collector's Handbook. With 18 Plates, 16 of which are coloured, and 549 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Butterflies and Moths (British). With 12 coloured Plates and 241 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo., 12s. 6d.
Life in Ponds and Streams. With 8 coloured Plates and 331 Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Hartwig (Dr. George).—continued.
The Aerial World. With Map, 8 Plates and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo., 7s. 6d.
Heroes of the Polar World. 19 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s.
Wonders of the Tropical Forests. 40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s.
Workers Under the Ground. 29 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s.
Marvels Over Our Heads. 29 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s.
Sea Monsters and Sea Birds. 75 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s.
Wild Animals of the Tropics. 66 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).

Hudson.—British Birds. By W. H. Hudson, C M Z S. With a Chapter on Structure and Classification by Frank E. Beddard, F. R. S. With 17 Plates (8 of which are Coloured), and over 200 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Proctor (Richard A.).


Pleasant Ways in Science. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.


* * * For Mr. Proctor's other books see Messrs. Longmans & Co.'s Catalogue of Scientific Works.


Wood (Rev. J. G.).
Homes Without Hands: a Description of the Habitation of Animals, classed according to the Principle of Construction. With 140 Illustrations. 8vo., 7s. net.

Wood (Rev. J. G.)—continued.

Insects at Home: a Popular Account of British Insects, their Structure, Habits and Transformations. With 700 Illustrations. 8vo., 7s. net.

Insects Abroad: a Popular Account of Foreign Insects, their Structure, Habits and Transformations. With 600 Illustrations. 8vo., 7s. net.

Bible Animals: a Description of every Living Creature mentioned in the Scriptures. With 112 Illustrations. 8vo., 7s. net.

Petland Revisited. With 33 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

Out of Doors; a Selection of Original Articles on Practical Natural History. With 11 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

Strange Dwellings: a Description of the Habitations of Animals, abridged from 'Homes without Hands'. With 60 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

Bird Life of the Bible. 39 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

Wonderful Nests. 30 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

Homes Under the Ground. 28 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Bible. 29 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

Domestic Animals of the Bible. 23 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

The Branch Builders. 28 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l. 6d.

Social Habitations and Parasitic Nests. 18 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3l.

Works of Reference.

Longmans' Gazetteer of the World. Edited by George G. Chisholm, M.A., B Sc. Imp. 8vo., L5 2s. 6d. cloth, £2 14s. 6d. half-morocco.

Maunder (Samuel).

Treasury of Natural History; or, Popular Dictionary of Zoology. With 900 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Maunder (Samuel)—continued.

Treasury of Geography, Physical, Historical, Descriptive, and Political. With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

The Treasury of Bible Knowledge. By the Rev. J. Ayre, M.A. With 5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.
Works of Reference—continued.

Mauder (Samuel)—continued.

TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE AND
LIBRARY OF REFERENCE Fcp. 8vo., 6r.

HISTORICAL TREASURY : Fcp. 8vo., 6r.

SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY TREASURY.
Fcp. 8vo., 6r.

THE TREASURY OF BOTANY. Edited
by J. Lindley, F.R.S, and T.

Lang (Andrew)—continued.

THESAURUS OF ENGLISH WORDS
AND PHRASES Classified and Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression of Ideas and assist in Literary Composition. By Peter Mark Roget, M.D., F.R.S. Recomposed throughout, enlarged and improved, partly from the Author's Notes and with a full Index, by the Author's Son, John Lewis Roget. Crown 8vo., 10r. 6d

Willich.—POPULAR TABLES for giving information for ascertaining the value of Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Property, the Public Funds, &c By Charles M Willich Edited by H. Brine Jones. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Children's Books.

Crake (Rev. A. D.).

EDWY THE FAIR: or, the First Chronicle of Ascendune. Crown 8vo., 2r 6d.

ALGAR THE DANE or, the Second Chronicle of Ascendune. Cr 8vo., 2r. 6d.

THE RIVAL HEIRS: being the Third and Last Chronicle of Ascendune. Crown 8vo., 2r. 6d.

THE HOUSE OF WALDEINE. A Tale of the Cloister and the Forest in the Days of the Barons' Wars. Crown 8vo., 2r. 6d.

BRIAN FITZ-COUNT. A Story of Wallingford Castle and Dorchester Abbey. Crown 8vo., 2r 6d.

Lang (Andrew)—edited by

THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK. With 158 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6r.

THE RED FAIRY BOOK. With 100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6r.

THE GREEN FAIRY BOOK. With 59 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6r.

THE YELLOW FAIRY BOOK. With 104 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6r.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. With 100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6r.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. School Edition, without illustrations. Fcp 8vo., 2r. 6d.

THE TRUE STORY BOOK. With 62 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6r.

Lang (Andrew)—continued.

THE RED TRUE STORY BOOK. With 100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6r.

THE ANIMAL STORY BOOK. With 67 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6r.

Meade (L. T.).

DADDY'S BOY. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3r. 6d.

DRB AND THE DUCHESS. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3r. 6d.

THE BERESFORD PRIZE. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3r. 6d.

THE HOUSE OF SURPRISES With Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3r. 6d.

Molesworth — SILVERTHORNS By Mrs. Molesworth With Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 5r.

Stevenson.—A CHILD'S GARDEN OF VERSES. By Robert Louis Stevenson. Fcp. 8vo., 5r.

Upton (Florence K., and Bertha)

THE ADVENTURES OF TWO DUTCH DOLLS AND A 'GOLLIWOGG'. Illustrated by Florence K. Upton, with Words by Bertha Upton With 35 Coloured Plates and numerous Illustrations in the Text. Oblong 4to., 6r.
Children's Books—continued.

Upton (Florence K., and Bertha)—continued.


Longmans' Series of Books for Girls.

Crown 8vo., price 2s. 6d. each

ATELIER (The) Du Lys: or an Art Student in the Reign of Terror. By the Same Author.


Atterstone Priory. By L. N. Comyn.

The Story of a Spring Morning, &c. By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated.

The Palace in the Garden. By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated.

Neighbours. By Mrs. Molesworth.

The Third Miss St. Quentin. By Mrs. Molesworth.

Very Young; and Quite Another Story. Two Stories. By Jean Ingelow.

Can This Be Love? By Louisa Parr.

Keith Deramore. By the Author of 'Miss Molly'.

Sidney. By Margaret Deland.

An Arranged Marriage. By Dorothy Gerard.

Last Words to Girls on Life at School and After School. By Maria Grey.

Stray Thoughts for Girls. By Lucy H. M. Soulsby, Head Mistress of Oxford High School. 16mo., 1s. 6d. net.

The Silver Library.

CROWN 8VO 3s. 6d. EACH VOLUME

Arnold's (Sir Edwin) Sasa and Landa. With 71 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Bagshot's (W.) Biographical Studies. 3s. 6d.

Bagshot's (W.) Economic Studies. 3s. 6d.

Bagshot's (W.) Literary Studies. With Portrait 3 vols. 3s. 6d. each

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Eight Years in Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations. 3s 6d.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Ride and Hound in Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations. 3s 6d.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Curious Myths of the Middle Ages. 3s. 6d.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Origin and Development of Religious Belief. 2 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

Becker's (Prof.) Gallus: or, Roman Scenes in the Time of Augustus. Illus. 3s. 6d.

Becker's (Prof.) Characters: or, Illustrations of the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

Bell's (J. T.) The Ruined Cities of Mesopotamia. With 117 Illustrations 3s. 6d.

Brassey's (Lady) A Voyage in the 'Sunbeam'. With 66 Illustrations 3s. 6d.

Butler's (Edward L.) Our Household Insects. With 7 Plates and 113 Illustrations in the Text. 3s. 6d.
The Silver Library—continued.

Gleed's (R.) Story of Creation: a Plain Account of Evolution. With 77 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Conybeare (Rev. W.J.) and Howson's (Very Rev. J.S.) Life and Epistles of St. Paul. 46 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Dougall's (Lo.) Baggars All; a Novel. 3s. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) Misah Clarke: a Tale of Monmouth's Rebellion. 10 Illus. 3s. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Captain of the Fulad, and other Tales. 3s. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Refugees: A Tale of Two Continents. With 25 Illustrations, 3s. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The History of England, from the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the Spanish Armada. 12 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

Froude's (J. A.) The English in Ireland. 3 vols. 10s. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Short Studies on Great Subjects. 4 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

Froude's (J. A.) The Spanish Story of the Armada, and other Essays. 3s. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Divorce of Catherine of Aragon. 3s. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle: a History of his Life. 1795-1835. 2 vols. 7s. 1834-1881. 2 vols. 7s.

Froude's (J. A.) Caesar: a Sketch. 3s. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dunboy: an Irish Romance of the Last Century. 3s. 6d.

Gleig's (Rev. G.B.) Life of the Duke of Wellington. With Portrait. 3s. 6d.

Greville's (C. G. F.) Journal of the Reigns of King George IV., King William IV., and Queen Victoria. 8 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

Haggard's (H. R.) She: A History of Adventure. 32 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan Quatermain. With 20 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Guerniev, V.C.: a Tale of Country Life. 3d. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29 Full-page Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Erle Brighteyes. With 32 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Beatrice. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan's Wife. With 34 Illustrations 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Montezuma's Daughter. With 25 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The Witch's Head. With 16 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Mr. Meeson's Will. With 16 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Nada the Lily. With 23 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Dawn. With 16 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The People of the Mist. With 16 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard (H. R.) and Lang's (J.) The World's Desire. With 27 Illus. 3s. 6d.

Harte's (Bretn) in the Carquinez Woods, and other Stories. 3s. 6d.

Helmholtz's (Hermann von) Popular Lectures on Scientific Subjects. With 68 Illustrations. 2 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

Hornung's (H. W.) The Unbidden Guest. 3s. 6d.

Howitt's (W. W.) Visits to Remarkable Places. 80 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) The Story of My Heart: My Autobiography. With Portrait. 3s. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Field and Hogdendorf. With Portrait. 3s. 6d.

Jefferss' (R.) Red Deer. 27 Illus. 3s. 6d.

Jefferss' (R.) Wood Magic: a Fable. With Frontispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. 3s. 6d.

Jefferss' (R.) The Rollers of the Field. With Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury Cathedral. 3s. 6d.

Knight's (E. F.) The Crusade of the 'Alrak's: a Search for Treasure on the Desert Island of Trinadad. With a Map and 23 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Knight's (E. F.) Where Three Empires Meet: a Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir, Western Tibet, and Baluchistan, Gilgit. With a Map and 54 Illustrations 3s. 6d.

Knight's (E. F.) The 'Falcon' on the Baltic: A Coasting Voyage from Hammersmith to Copenhagen in a Three-Ton Yacht. With Map and 11 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Lang's (A.) Angling Sketches. 20 Illus. 3s. 6d.
The Silver Library—continued.

Lang's (A.) Custom and Myth: Studies of Early Usage and Belief. 3s. 6d.
Lang's (Andrew) Cock Lane and Common-Sense. With a New Preface. 3s. 6d.

Les (J. A.) and Glatterbuck's (W.J.) £1.87, A Ramble in British Columbia. With Maps and 75 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Macaulay's (Lord) Essays and Lays of Ancient Rome. With Portrait and Illustration. 3s. 6d.

Macaulay's (Lord) Custom and Myth: Studies of Early Usage and Belief. 3s. 6d.

Macaulay's (Lord) Other Worlds than Gurus. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Other Suns than Gurus. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Our Place among Infinites. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Rough Ways made Smooth. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Pleasant Ways in Science. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Myths and Marvels of Astronomy. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Nature Studies. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Leisure Readings. By R. A. PROCTOR, EDWARD CLODD, ANDREW WILSON, THOMAS FOSTER, and A. C. RANYARD. With Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Rhosomly's (Owen) The Jewel of Tyrs Galon. With 12 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Rossetti's (Maria F.) A Shadow of Dante. 3s. 6d.

Smith's (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the Carthaginians. With Maps, Plans &c. 3s. 6d.

Stanley's (Bishop) Familiar History of Birds. 100 Illustrations. 3s 6d.

Stevenson's (R. L.) The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; with other Fables. 3s 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louis) and Osbourne's (Lloyd) The Wrong Box. 3s. 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louis) and Stevenson's (Fannyvan de Grift) More New Arabian Nights.—The Dynamiter. 3s. 6d.

Weyman's (Stanley J.) The House of the Wolf: a Romance. 3s. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited. With 23 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings. With 60 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors. With 11 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Cookery, Domestic Management, &c.

Acton.—MODERN COOKERY. By ELIZA ACTON. With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo., 4s. 6d.

Bull (Thomas, M.D.). HINTS TO MOTHERS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF THEIR HEALTH DURING THE PERIOD OF PREGNANCY Fcp. 8vo., 11. 6d.

THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN IN HEALTH AND DISEASE. Fcp. 8vo., 11. 6d.

De Sails (Mrs.). CAKES AND CONFECTIONS À LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 11. 6d.

DOGS: a Manual for Amateurs. Fcp. 8vo., 11. 6d.

DRESSED GAME AND POULTRY À LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 11. 6d.

DRESSED VEGETABLES À LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 11. 6d.
Cookery, Domestic Management, &c.—continued.

De Salis (Mrs.)—continued.

DRINKS À LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 12. 6d.
ENTRÉES À LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 12. 6d.
FLORAL DECORATIONS. Fcp. 8vo., 12. 6d.
GARDENING À LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo.
Part I. Vegetables. 12. 6d.
Part II. Fruits. 12. 6d.
NATIONAL VIANDS À LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 15s. 6d.
NEW-LAID EGGS. Fcp. 8vo., 12. 6d.
OYSTERS À LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 15s. 6d.
Puddings and Pasty À LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 12. 6d.
FlorAl DeCorAtions.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.

Allingham.—Varieties in Prose. By William Allingham. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo., 18s. (Vols. 1 and 2. Rambles, by Patricius Walker. Vol. 3. Irish Sketches, etc.)


Baynes.—Shakespeare Studies, and Other Essays. By the late Thomas Spencer Baynes, LL.B., LL.D. With a Biographical Preface by Prof. Lewis Campbell. Crown 8vo., 32. 6d.


Lebn.—Maigre Cookery. By H. L. Sidney Lebn. 16mo., 2s.

Poole.—Cookery for the Diabetic. By W. H. and Mrs. Poole. With Preface by Dr. Pavy. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Walker (Jane H.)

A Book for Every Woman. Part I. The Management of Children in Health and out of Health. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.
Part II. Woman in Health and out of Health.

A Handbook for Mothers: being Simple Hints to Women on the Management of their Health during Pregnancy and Confinement, together with Plain Directions as to the Care of Infants. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.


Commonplace Philosopher. Crown 8vo., 32. 6d.


East Coast Days and Memories. Crown 8vo., 32. 6d.

Landscapes, Churches and Morallities. Crown 8vo., 32. 6d.

Leisure Hours in Town. Crown 8vo., 32. 6d.

Lessons of Middle Age. Cr. 8vo., 32. 6d

Our Little Life. Two Series. Cr. 8vo., 32. 6d. each.

Our Homely Comedy: And Tragedy. Crown 8vo., 32. 6d.

Recreations of a Country Parson. Three Series. Cr. 8vo., 32. 6d. each. Also First Series. Popular Ed. 8vo., 6d. sewed.
Miscellaneous and Critical Works—continued.

**Butler (Samuel).**

Erewhon. Cr. 8vo., 5s.

The Fair Haven. A Work in Defence of the Miraculous Element in our Lord's Ministry. Cr 8vo., 7s 6d.

Life and Habit. An Essay after a Complete View of Evolution. Cr. 8vo., 7s 6d.

Evolution, Old and New. Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

**Dreyfus.**—Lectures on French Literature Delivered in Melbourne by Irma Dreyfus. With Portrait of Author. Large crown 8vo., 12s. 6d.

**Gwilt.**—An Encyclopedia of Architecture. By Joseph Gwilt, F S A Illustrated with more than 1200 Engravings on Wood. Revised (1888), with Alterations and Considerable Additions by Wyatt Papworth. 8vo., £2 15s. 6d.


**Harmonv (No. 1).**—


**Jeffries (Richard).**—continued.


The Toilers of the Field. With Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury Cathedral. Crown 8vo., 3s 6d.

Wood Magic: A Fable. With Frontispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. Cr. 8vo., 2s 6d.

Thoughts from the Writings of Richard Jeffries Selected by H. S. Hoole Waylen. 16mo., 3s 6d.


**Lang (Andrew).**

Letters to Dead Authors. Fcp. 8vo., 2s 6d. net.

Books and Bookmen. With 2 Coloured Plates and 17 Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo., 2s 6d. net.

Old Friends. Fcp. 8vo., 2s 6d. net.

Letters on Literature Fcp. 8vo., 2s 6d. net.

Cock Lane and Common-Sense. Crown 8vo., 3s 6d.

**Macfarren.**—Lectures on Harmony By Sir Geo. A. Macfarren 8vo., 12s.


Max Müller (?).

India: What Can it Teach us? Cr. 8vo., 3s 6d.

**Chips from a German Workshop.** Vol. I. Recent Essays and Addresses. Cr. 8vo., 6s 6d net.

Vol. II. Biographical Essays. Cr. 8vo., 6s 6d net.

Vol. III. Essays on Language and Literature. Cr. 8vo., 6s 6d net.


Contributions to the Science of Mythology. 2 vols. 8vo.

**Milner.**—Country Pleasures: the Chronicde of a Year chiefly in a Garden. By George Milner. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.
Miscellaneous and Critical Works—continued.

Morris (William).

Signs of Change. Seven Lectures delivered on various occasions. Post 8vo., 4s. 6d.


Orchard.—The Astronomy of Milton’s Paradise Lost. By Thomas N. Orchard, M.D., Member of the British Astronomical Association. With 13 Illustrations. 8vo., 15s.

Poore.—Essays on Rural Hygiene. By George Vivian Poore, M.D., F.R.C.P. With 13 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Proctor.—Strength: How to get Strong and keep Strong, with Chapters on Rowing and Swimming, Fat, Age, and the Waist. By R. A. Proctor. With 9 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 1d.

Richardson.—National Health. A Review of the Works of Sir Edwin Chadwick, K.C.B. By Sir B. W. Richardson, M.D. Cr. 8vo., 4s. 6d.

Rossetti.—A Shadow of Dante, being an Essay towards studying Himself, his World, and his Pilgrimage by Maria Francesca Rossetti. With Frontispiece by Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.


Stevens.—On the Stowage of Ships and their Cargoes. With Information regarding Freights, Charter-Parties, &c. By Robert White Stevens, Associate Member of the Institute of Naval Architects. 8vo., 12s.

West.—Wills, and How Not to Make Them. With a Selection of Leading Cases. By B. B. West, Author of ‘Half-Hours with the Millionaires’. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Miscellaneous Theological Works.

* * For Church of England and Roman Catholic Works see Messrs. Longmans & Co.’s Special Catalogues.

Balfour.—The Foundations of Belief. Being Notes Introductory to the Study of Theology. By the Right Hon. Arthur James Balfour, M.P. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Bird (Robert).

Joseph the Dreamer. Cr. 8vo., 5s.
Jesus, the Carpenter of Nazareth. Crown 8vo., 5s.
To be had also in Two Parts, 2s. 6d. each.
Part I.—Galilee and the Lake of Gennesaret.
Part II.—Jerusalem and the Perama.


Occasional and Immemorial Days: Discourses. Crown 8vo., 7s 6d.


Counsel and Comfort from a City Pulpit. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Sunday Afternoons in the Parish Church of a Scottish University City. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Changed Aspects of Unchanged Truth. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Graver Thoughts of a Country Parson. Three Series. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d. each.

Present Day Thoughts. Crown 8vo., 3s 6d.

Seaside Musings. Cr. 8vo., 3s 6d.

‘To Meet the Day’ through the Christian Year, being a Text of Scripture, with an Original Meditation and a Short Selection in Verse for Every Day. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6d.
Miscellaneous Theological Works—continued.

De La Saussaye.—A Manual of the Science of Religion, by Prof. Chantepie De La Saussaye. Translated by Mrs. Colyer Ferguson (see Max Müller). Crown 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Gibson.—The Abbé de Lamennais and the Liberal Catholic Movement in France. By the Hon. W. Gibson. With Portrait. 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Kalisch (M. M., Ph.D.).

Bible Studies. Part I. The Prophecies of Balaam. 8vo., 10s. 6d. Part II. The Book of Jonah. 8vo., 10s. 6d.


Macdonald (George).

Unspoken Sermons. Three Series. Crown 8vo., 31s. 6d. each.

The Miracles of Our Lord. Crown 8vo., 31s. 6d.

Martineau (James).

Hours of Thought on Sacred Things: Sermons. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo., 31s. 6d. each.

Endeavours After the Christian Life. Discourses. Cr. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

The Seat of Authority in Religion. 8vo., 14s.

Essays, Reviews, and Addresses. 4 Vols. Crown 8vo., 7s 6d each. I. Personal, Political. II Ecclesiastical; Historical III Theological, Philosophical IV. Academic, Religious

Home Prayers, with Two Services for Public Worship Crown 8vo., 31s. 6d.

Max Müller (F.).

Hibbert Lectures on the Origin and Growth of Religion, as illustrated by the Religions of India. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Introduction to the Science of Religion: Four Lectures delivered at the Royal Institution. Cr 8vo., 31s. 6d.

Natural Religion. The Gifford Lectures, delivered before the University of Glasgow in 1888. Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Physical Religion. The Gifford Lectures, delivered before the University of Glasgow in 1890. Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Anthropological Religion. The Gifford Lectures, delivered before the University of Glasgow in 1892 Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Theosophy or Psychological Religion. The Gifford Lectures, delivered before the University of Glasgow in 1893 Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Three Lectures on the Vedanta Philosophy, delivered at the Royal Institution in March, 1894. 8vo., 5s.


Romanes.—Thoughts on Religion. By George J. Romanes, LL.D., F.R.S. Crown 8vo., 41s. 6d.


Reply (A) to Dr. Lightfoot’s Essays By the Author of ‘Supernatural Religion’. 8vo., 6s.

The Gospel According to St Peter a Study. By the Author of ‘Supernatural Religion’ 8vo., 6s.

Vivekananda.—Yoga Philosophy. Lectures delivered in New York, Winter of 1895-6, by the Swami Vivekananda, on Raja Yoga, or, Conquering the Internal Nature; also Patanjali’s Yoga Aphorisms, with Commentaries. Crown 8vo., 31s. 6d.
A WOMAN'S PART IN A REVOLUTION

MRS. JOHN HAYS HAMMOND